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History of present illness:  A 47-year-old male presents with acute right Achilles tendon (AT) pain.  When he 
was vaulting off a diving board, he felt a snapping sensation in his right lower extremity, with a sudden onset 
pain and associated swelling. 
 
Significant findings: The ultrasound video clip shows a longitudinal view of the AT during a dynamic exam.  
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While the patient’s foot is gently passively dorsi/plantar flexed, the video demonstrates first a normal Achilles 
tendon (from the unaffected extremity) without disruption (highlighted by a yellow bracket on screen left).  
Then it shows an abnormal tendon (the patient’s affected side) with disruption of the typical linear tendon 
fibers (red arrow identifies area of rupture). Dynamic testing shows the movement of the distal stump of the 
AT is evident adjacent to hypoechoic fluid that is reactive edema or blood from the acute rupture.   
 
Discussion: Achilles tendon rupture identified in the emergency department is often made by history and 
physical exam alone; however, up to 20% of ruptures are missed during the hyperacute phase.1    Delayed 
diagnosis and subsequent treatment delay can lead to a permanently discontinuous or lengthened tendon; 
patients experience poorer functional performance and strength.2 Additionally, surgical repair is more 
complicated with a higher risk of complications.2,3  
 
Accurate identification and referral can prevent significant functional morbidity. To facilitate diagnosis, point 
of care ultrasound (POCUS) is a helpful adjunctive tool to confirm the suspected diagnosis. 4,5 Ultrasound has 
been found to be 79%-100% sensitive for this injury.5 Evaluate the AT systematically in two planes: a superior-
inferior direction (longitudinal) and medial-lateral (axial) through the full length and width of the tendon 
through the myotendinous junction.  In a healthy tendon, the fibers are oriented in a fibrillar linear and 
regular pattern.  In the disrupted tendon, the fibers may appear thickened, wavy, or as an abrupt edge of a 
completely disrupted tendon stump with/without retraction.  Secondary signs of AT tear include 
hypoechogenic areas within or deep to the tendon.1,6 A common pitfall in the evaluation of a tendon is to 
mistake anisotropy for AT tearing or rupture.  Anisotropy is the natural tendency for a structure to have 
apparent changing density as the angle of sound waves directed at the tissue changes.7  The tendon will 
appear to change from a hyperechoic to hypoechoic structure as the ultrasound transducer is fanned.7,8 This 
can lead to the common pitfall that a hypoechoic structure appears torn.  Fanning and toeing the probe to 
evaluate for anisotropy and looking for secondary signs of rupture can help distinguish between a ruptured 
tendon and a normal healthy tendon.8 Additionally, gentle dynamic active or passive movement placing the 
tendon under slight tension can help distinguish the presence of tear or rupture.  A subtle tear can be 
exaggerated with gentle dorsiflexion of the foot as the tendon is stretched to length.6 If a full thickness tear 
is present, the distal stump will move across the screen as seen in the associated video.   
 
The patient was diagnosed with a full thickness AT rupture. The patient's foot was braced in an equine 
position, and the patient was given close outpatient orthopedic follow-up.  Surgical therapy was selected and 
the patient is recovering well. 
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